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Local interactions in protein folding
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INTRODUCTION

The fundamental tenet of protein folding is that the

native structure of a protein is determined uniquely by

its amino acid sequence.1 On the other hand, structural

classifications of proteins2–4 show that a large number

of protein sequences have similar structures, although

they have low pairwise sequence identity.5 Therefore, the

inverse folding problem, which consists in determining

the sequences that have a target structure as ground state,

should be formulated, in a spirit similar to statistical

mechanics, as the search of the statistical properties of

the sequences compatible with a given structure.

We adopt here an analytic model of inverse folding,6–8

based on a model of protein sequence evolution with
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ABSTRACT

We adopt a model of inverse folding in which folding stabil-

ity results from the combination of the hydrophobic effect

with local interactions responsible for secondary structure

preferences. Site-specific amino acid distributions can be cal-

culated analytically for this model. We determine optimal

parameters for the local interactions by fitting the complete

inverse folding model to the site-specific amino acid distri-

butions found in the Protein Data Bank. This procedure

reduces drastically the influence on the derived parameters

of the preference of different secondary structures for buried-

ness, which affects local interaction parameters determined

through the standard approach based on amino acid pro-

pensities. The quality of the fit is evaluated through the like-

lihood of the observed amino acid distributions given the

model and the Bayesian Information Criterion, which indi-

cate that the model with optimal local interaction parame-

ters is strongly preferable to the model where local interac-

tion parameters are determined through propensities. The

optimal model yields a mean correlation coefficient r 5 0.96

between observed and predicted amino acid distributions.

The local interaction parameters are then tested in threading

experiments, in combination with contact interactions, for

their capacity to recognize the native structure and struc-

tures similar to the native against unrelated ones. In a chal-

lenging test, proteins structurally aligned with the Mammoth

algorithm are scored with the effective free energy function.

The native structure gets the highest stability score in 100%

of the cases, a high recognition rate comparable to that

achieved against easier decoys generated by gapless thread-

ing. We then examine proteins for which at least one highly

similar template exists. In 61% of the cases, the structure

with the highest stability score excluding the native belongs

to the native fold, compared to 60% if we use local interac-

tion parameters derived from the usual amino acid propen-

sities and 52% if we use only contact interactions. A highly

similar structure is present within the five best stability

scores in 82%, 81%, and 76% of the cases, for local interac-

tions determined through inverse folding, through propen-

sity, and set to zero, respectively. These results indicate that

local interactions improve substantially the performances of

contact free energy functions in fold recognition, and that

similar structures tend to get high stability scores, although

they are often not high enough to discriminate them from

unrelated structures. This work highlights the importance to

apply more challenging tests, as the recognition of homolo-

gous structures, for testing stability scores for protein fold-

ing.
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mutations acting at the DNA level and selection enforc-

ing the stability of the native state with respect to unfold-

ing and misfolding.9–11 Stability is assessed through an

effective folding free energy based on contact interac-

tions,12 plus interactions local along the chain, which

influence the secondary structure of the protein. In this

work, we derive these local interaction parameters self-

consistently, by fitting the model of inverse folding to

site-specific amino acid distributions in the Protein Data

Bank (PDB).

The usual approach to determine local interaction pa-

rameters from a statistical analysis of protein structures

and sequences is based on the propensity of amino acids

for secondary structures,13 and it has been applied by

several groups.14–18 Propensity is defined as the condi-

tional probability of observing an amino acid of type a

at a secondary structure position of type s, normalized

times the probability to observe a at a generic position.

The logarithm of this propensity is interpreted as a statis-

tical potential for local interactions,

LPropðs; aÞ ¼ � log
Pða sj Þ
PðaÞ

� �
: ð1Þ

Nevertheless, the terms P(a|s) are influenced by the

combined effect of local interactions and other types of

interactions, most notably hydrophobic interactions.

Since different secondary structures s have different ten-

dencies to be buried or exposed, hydrophobic interac-

tions influence them differentially. This can produce sys-

tematic errors in the local energy parameters estimated

through the above formula, in which correlations

between local and hydrophobic interactions are not taken

into account. This scenario is consistent with the experi-

mental finding that amino acid propensities are affected

by the environment, in particular by the type of solvent,

and by the sequence context.19,20

In contrast, the approach that we present in this article

takes into account the correlation between local and

hydrophobic interactions, and it can substantially reduce

these systematic errors. The local interaction parameters

derived through this model are strongly correlated with,

but significantly different from, the parameters obtained

from the standard propensity measure, Eq. (1). The

resulting inverse folding model provides an excellent fit

of the observed amino acid distributions.

We then combined the local interaction parameters

derived in this work with contact interaction parameters,

and tested through threading experiments their capacity

to recognize structures similar to the native against unre-

lated structures aligned with gaps. The scoring function

is based only on an effective stabililty score, and it does

not consider sequence similarity. The recognition of the

native structure is already quite good using only contact

interactions (98% success rate), and it improves to 100%

through the addition of local interactions. In contrast,

the recognition of structures similar to the native has a

success rate of 52% if only contact interactions are used,

and it improves to 61% when local interactions are taken

into account. Although they have not been optimized for

such a goal, the local interaction parameters derived in

this work perform better than local interaction parame-

ters derived from the standard propensity measure for

this difficult task of fold recognition, and they improve

substantially the fold recognition capability of contact

interactions.

Background: inverse folding model with
contact interactions

For completeness, we review here our previous inverse

folding model,6–8 which did not consider local interac-

tions. In this model, the sequence profile of single-do-

main globular proteins is predicted from a structural

profile, the effective connectivity (EC) (see Materials and

Methods, (Effective connectivity section) for more

details).

We assume that folding stability is governed by contact

interactions, so that the effective folding free energy of a

protein with sequence A, folding into a structure with

contact matrix C, is given by E(C,A) 5
P

i<jCijU(Ai,Aj),

where the terms CijU(Ai,Aj) represent the free energy in

units of kBT gained with a contact between amino acids

of type Ai and Aj. We then consider the hydrophobic

approximation, in which the contact interaction matrix

U(Ai,Aj) is approximated through the main component

of its spectral decomposition, U(Ai,Aj) � eHh(Ai)h(Aj).

The 20 values h(a) obtained through the main eigenvec-

tor of the contact interaction matrix are related to hydro-

phobicity,21,22 and they define a hydrophobicity scale

that we call interactivity.23 The vector hi : h(Ai) is

called the hydrophobicity profile (HP) of the sequence A.

For this simple model, we can define the optimal HP

for a given structure as the HP having minimal hydro-

phobic energy, E(C,A) � eH
P

i<jCijh(Ai)h(Aj), at fixed

mean and mean square hydrophobicity. Minimizing the

energy enforces high stability against unfolding, whereas

constraining the mean hydrophobicity enforces high sta-

bility against misfolding.

Thus, the optimal HP is the vector hi that maximizes

the quadratic form
P

ijCijhihj with fixed mean and mean

square component. The optimal HP so defined is parallel

to a structural profile, the EC. The EC is the vector ci
that maximizes the quadratic form Q 5

P
ijCijcicj, with

the constraint of fixed mean and mean-square compo-

nent. In this sense, ci measures the global connectivity of

a site, since sites with large EC are connected to as many

sites as possible with large EC. These sites tend to be

buried in the core of the protein, whereas sites with small

EC components tend to be exposed. We normalize the

EC in such a way that its mean component is one.

Therefore, the optimality condition provides a strong
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relationship between a sequence dependent profile, the

HP, and a structural profile, the EC.

For single-domain globular proteins, the EC almost

coincides with the eigenvector of the contact matrix cor-

responding to the largest eigenvalue, which is called the

principal eigenvector (PE) of the contact matrix. For

multi-domain proteins, or single-domain proteins that

have internal modularity, the optimal HP receives impor-

tant contributions also from other eigenvectors of the

contact matrix.8,24 In such cases, the optimal HP

remains parallel to the EC, which is no longer parallel to

the PE.

We simulated sequences folding into the same or simi-

lar structure through the structurally constrained neutral

(SCN) model of protein evolution,9–11 in which sequen-

ces generated through a mutation process are selected if

they maintain the stability of the target structure against

unfolding and misfolding above predefined thresholds.

Such stable sequences have a HP with a large component

in the direction of the optimal HP. Averaging these HP,

the components perpendicular to the optimal HP almost

vanish, so that the average HP is almost parallel to the

optimal one. Consistently, we observed that the evolu-

tionary average of the HP has correlation coefficient

equal to one with the EC.23 This leads to predict the ev-

olutionary average HP as

hi½ � �
X
a

hðaÞPðajciÞ

� h h½ �i þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h h½ �2i � h h½ �i2

q
ci � hci

rc

� �
: ð2Þ

Here h(a) is the hydrophobicity of amino acid a, meas-

ured through the interactivity scale23 or some other hy-

dropathy scale, and P(a|ci) is the conditional probability

to observe amino acid a at site i with EC component ci
Square brackets [�] indicate the evolutionary average

across sequences belonging to the protein family, angular

brackets hxi 5
P

ixi/N indicate the site average across

protein sites, and the standard deviation is indicated as

rx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hx2i � hxi2

q
.

If we assume that the above condition is the only rele-

vant condition that the site-specific amino acid distribu-

tions have to fulfill, and we apply a maximum entropy

argument, it follows that the amino acid distribution at

sites structurally characterized by EC component c, P(a|c)

should be a Boltzmann distribution.6 The model was fur-

ther improved by considering the genetic code and a

mutation process at the DNA level. Assuming that the

mutation process fulfills detailed balance (see Materials

and Methods, Computations of site-specific distributions

section), we finally obtain the following amino acid dis-

tribution7,8

PðajciÞ ¼ wmutðaÞ exp �bðciÞhðaÞð ÞP
a wmutðaÞ exp �bðciÞhðaÞð Þ ; ð3Þ

where wmut(a) is the frequency of the amino acid a

expected under the mutation process alone The Boltz-

mann coefficients b(ci) implicitly represent effective

selection for folding stability. They are determined by

imposing that the average hydrophobicity satisfies Eq.

(2), which leads to the equations

P
a wmutðaÞ exp �bðciÞhðaÞð ÞhðaÞP

a wmutðaÞ exp �bðciÞhðaÞð Þ
¼ h h½ �i þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h h½ �2i � h h½ �i2

q
ci � hci

rc

� �
: ð4Þ

Through Eq (4), each b(ci) is determined from the corre-

sponding structural profile ci, the mutation parameters

wmut(a), and the mean and mean square across protein

sites of the evolutionary average HP, h[h]i and h[h]2i.
The above prediction, Eq. (3), contains many variables,

the 20 wmut(a) and the selection coefficients b(ci), which
can be determined by using just five parameters: three

stationary nucleotide frequencies (the frequency of the

fourth nucleotide is set by the normalization condition),

used to determine wmut(a) using a reversible mutation

model and the standard genetic code as in Ref. 8 (see

Methods section), and the parameters h[h]i and h[h]2i,
influencing b(ci) through Eq. (4).

In Ref. 8, the parameters h[h]i and h[h]2i were com-

puted according to their definition from all sequences in

the PDB, whereas the nucleotide frequencies were deter-

mined by a maximum likelihood fit of the model to the

site-specific amino acid distributions sampled from the

PDB. For each set of parameters, the coefficients wmut(a)

and the exponents b(ci) were computed, yielding the

likelihood of the observed distribution given the pre-

dicted one. The model with maximum likelihood param-

eters yielded an excellent agreement between observed

and predicted distributions.

Equation (3) was also tested very satisfactorily against

simulations of the SCN protein evolution model, where

selection is applied evaluating folding stability through a

contact energy function. In this case, the same nucleotide

frequencies were used as parameters both in the evolution-

ary model and in the inverse folding model, and h[h]i
and h[h]2i were obtained from the simulations, so that no

free parameters were involved in the comparison.8

We would like to make at this point some additional

remarks. Equation (3) can be interpreted as the station-

ary distribution of a mean-field evolution model with in-

dependent sites that approximates the SCN model. In the

SCN model, the positions of the protein are correlated

through the global selective constraints on folding stabil-

ity. In the mean-field model these constraints are self-

consistently recovered through Eq. (4), in which two

global quantities, the mean and the mean square HP, are

used to determine the coefficients b(ci). These coeffi-

cients effectively represent the selective process in that, if

U. Bastolla et al.
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they are nonzero, the amino acid distributions deviate

from the frequency expected based on mutation, wmut(a).

In the resulting mean-field evolution model mutation

and selection are not independent, since the selective

coefficients b(ci) depend on the mutation process

through the wmut(a) that enter Eq. (4). This is a conse-

quence of the mean-field approximation, which implicitly

implies averages over very long time scales. Therefore,

selection and mutation get effectively entangled on long

time scales, despite in the SCN model they are independ-

ent processes.

Site-specific distributions of physico–chemical proper-

ties such as hydrophobicity were previously modelled as

Boltzmann distributions, inspired by the maximum en-

tropy principle and by the pioneering work by Miyazawa

and Jernigan,25 by Goldstein and coworkers,26,27 and by

Dokholyan and Shaknovich.28,29 Different from these

approaches, in our model the Boltzmann coefficients

b(ci) are calculated analytically as a function of the EC,

by imposing Eq. (4). Our model is also analogous to the

sequence design model studied by Kleinman et al.,30

who adopted a folding model based on contact interac-

tions and determined the corresponding parameters

through maximum likelihood fit of the observed protein

sequences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Definition of secondary structure types

We distinguish the secondary structure types defined

by the DSSP program31: Strands (E), Coils (C), Helices

(H), Turns (T), and Bends (S). Beta-bridges (B) are here

clustered with strands, and three-helices (G) and five-hel-

ices (I) are clustered with alpha helices.

We distinguish the first four positions along an helix

(H1–H4), and the last one (HY). All other helical posi-

tions are clustered together (H). If the positions before

and after the helix are classified by DSSP as coils, we sep-

arate them in two new classes, indicated as H0 and HZ

respectively. Therefore, an helix is labelled as H0-(H1,

H2, H3, H4, H, . . . , HY)-HZ.

For beta structures, we distinguish the first position

(E1), positions from the second on (E), and the last posi-

tion (EY). If there is only one residue (beta bridge), it is

classified as EY. If the two positions before and after the

strand are classified by DSSP as coils, we put them in

two new classes, indicated as E0 and EZ, respectively.

Therefore, a beta structure is labelled as E0-(E1, E, . . . ,
EY)-EZ. This makes a total of 16 secondary structure

types.

We also defined a more refined model, in which we

distinguish parallel (E) from antiparallel (e) beta bridges

based on their hydrogen bonding pattern. We consider

that a residue i forms a parallel beta bridge if it is hydro-

gen bonded to residues j and j 1 2, or if residues i 1 2

or i 2 2 are forming a parallel beta bridge, whereas it

forms an antiparallel bridge if it has two hydrogen bonds

with the same residue j, or if residues i 1 2 or i 2 2 are

forming an antiparallel beta bridge. Residues in beta

structures that do not fulfill any of these requirements

are regarded as antiparallel. Making this distinction, we

obtain a total of 21 secondary structure types, with five

additional types, ordered according to their position

along the strand, and denoted as e0-(e1, e, . . . , eY)-eZ.
In the following, we will refer to the simpler classification

when not otherwise stated, since we need also nonlocal

information to determine whether a beta bridge is paral-

lel or antiparallel.

Inverse folding model with local interactions

We adopt here a structural representation of proteins

based on the contact matrix Cij and on the secondary

structure profile si, as defined by the DSSP program,31

and further distinguished as explained earlier.

Our starting point is a protein folding model in which

the effective free energy in units of kBT of a protein with

sequence A 5 {Ai}, folded into a structure with contact

matrix C and secondary structure S and measured with

respect to the unfolded state, is approximated as the sum

of a contact interaction term plus interactions that are

local along the sequence and depend only on the second-

ary structure,

EðC; S;AÞ=kBT ¼
X
i<j

CijUðAi;AjÞ þ e
X
i

Lðsi;AiÞ

þ FstrðC; SÞ þ FseqðAÞ: ð5Þ

The terms CijU(Ai,Aj) represent the free energy in units

of kBT gained with a contact between amino acids of

type Ai and Aj. The terms eL(s,a) represent the free

energy in units of kBT gained when amino acid a takes

the local conformation corresponding to secondary struc-

ture s. The terms Fstr(C,S) and Fseq(A) depend only on

the structure and on the sequence, respectively. The coef-

ficient e is needed to combine the two kinds of energy

contribution, since we use for U(a,b) the numerical val-

ues reported in Ref. 12, which are in arbitrary units,

while the normalization of the parameters L(si,Ai) is fixed

as explained later. Adding a term u(a) that depends only

on the amino acid a to all local interaction parameters

L(s,a) only contributes to the sequence term, and adding

a term v(s) that depends only on the secondary structure

only contributes to the structure term. Therefore, we are

free to choose these additive terms in such a way that, in

analogy with the propensity parameters derived through

Eq. (1), the following normalization conditions hold for

all amino acids and all secondary structure types,X
s

PðsÞ exp �Lðs; aÞð Þ ¼ 1; ð6Þ
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X
a

PðaÞ exp �Lðs; aÞð Þ ¼ 1: ð7Þ

Therefore, if S is the number of secondary structure

types, the local interactions can be expressed as a func-

tion of only 19 3 (S 2 1) independent parameters [Eq.

(6) impose S 1 20 constraints, of whose S 1 19 are in-

dependent].

We interpret the terms L(s,a) as the result of interac-

tions that are local along the protein chain, such as steric

interactions shaping the accessible volume for each sec-

ondary structure type and electrostatic interactions, in

particular hydrogen bonding and N-capping in alpha hel-

ices. In contrast, the contact (hydrophobic) interactions

responsible for the burial of the residues depend on the

global conformation of the protein chain.

We generalize Eq. (3) as

P ajci; sið Þ ¼ f ðaÞ exp �bðciÞhðaÞ � Lðsi; aÞð Þ
Zðci; siÞ ; ð8Þ

Zðci; siÞ ¼
X
a

f ðaÞ exp �bðciÞhðaÞ � Lðsi; aÞð Þ: ð9Þ

The term f (a) represents the frequency of amino acid

a that result from the mutation process and from selec-

tion for properties not represented in the present model

of protein stability. Different from Eq. (3), where we set

f (a) 5 wmut(a), which depend only on three nucleotide

frequencies and on the genetic code,8 we consider here

the frequencies f(a) as free parameters, since the devia-

tions of amino acid frequencies from the values based on

nucleotide frequencies can be quite significant,32 and we

want to avoid that they influence our estimate of the pa-

rameters L(s,a). The normalization condition
P

a f(a) 5
1 implies that only 19 frequencies are independent.

The exponents b(ci)h(Ai) 1 L(si,Ai) represent the

effective site-specific selection for folding stability at site

i, dependent on the EC ci and on the secondary structure

si. This formula can be justified through the following

reasoning: we define structural profiles associated to each

secondary structure type s, and the corresponding

sequence profiles L(s,a), analogous to the hydrophobicity

profile h(a). In analogy with Eq. (3), we then assume

that the site-specific effective selection processes have a

stationary distribution that is an exponential function of

the sequence profile with exponents depending on the

structural profile, that is bðciÞhðAiÞ þ b̂ðsiÞLðsi;AiÞ. This
assumption is motivated through a maximum entropy

argument. We assume that the site-specific effective selec-

tion process acting on hydrophobicity depends only on

the structural profile ci, that is bi 5 b(ci). Similarly, we

assume that the selection process acting on local interac-

tions only depends on the corresponding secondary

structure. Without loss of generality, we can choose the

parameters L(s,a) so that the corresponding coefficients

b̂ðsÞ take the value one, thus obtaining Eq. (8).

The coefficients b(ci) must be computed imposing that

the average site-specific hydrophobicity for sites with EC

equal to ci and secondary structure type si, [hi] 5
P

a

h(a)P(a|ci,si), takes the predicted value. However, we can

not follow the strategy leading to Eq. (2), based on the

predicted optimal HP, since this can not be calculated

analytically in the present case, in which the local inter-

action parameters L(s,a) are not an analytic function of

hydrophobicity, and we have to resort to heuristics. For

such a purpose, we assume that Eq. (2) is valid averaged

over secondary structure types, so that [hi], averaged

over sites with the same effective connectivity ci and dif-

ferent secondary structure, has correlation coefficient

equal to one with ci. This implies that

X
a

hðaÞP ajcð Þ ¼ h h½ �i þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h h½ �2i � h h½ �i2

q
c � hci
rc

� �
: ð10Þ

This prediction is in very good agreement with the

data sampled from the PDB. The correlation coefficient

between the mean hydrophobicity conditioned to the

effective connectivity c,
P

a h(a)P(a|c), and the effective

connectivity is r 5 0.9979 (see Fig. 1), without any free

parameter.

Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (10), we get an implicit

equation for b(c) as a function of the mean and mean

square hydrophobicity h[h]i and h[h]2i, the amino acid

frequencies f(a), and the distribution of secondary struc-

ture, P(s|c),

X
s

P sjcð Þ
P

a hðaÞf ðaÞ exp �bðcÞhðaÞð Þ expð�Lðs; aÞÞ
Zðc; sÞ

¼ h h½ �i þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h h½ �2i � h h½ �i2

q
ci � hci

rc

� �
: ð11Þ

The parameters b(c) are determined by solving numerically

the above equation This equation complements Eq. (8), and

together with it it represents themain result of this article.

Propensities measures are affected by
hydrophobicity

Most approaches to derive local interaction parameters

are based on the propensities of amino acids for second-

ary structures.13 This is defined as the ratio between the

conditional probability to observe amino acid a with sec-

ondary structure s and the overall probability to observe

a, and the logarithm of the resulting quantity, Eq. (1), is

used to estimate local interaction parameters.

Substituting in Eq. (1) the model represented in Eq.

(8), we see that the local parameters derived from pro-

pensity combine both local and nonlocal interactions,

LPropðs; aÞ ¼ Lðs; aÞ

� log
Hðs; aÞP

s0 Hðs0; aÞPðs0Þ exp½�Lðs0; aÞ�
� �

; ð12Þ
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where H(s,a) is given by

Hðs; aÞ ¼
X
c

exp �bðcÞhðaÞð ÞP cjsð Þ
Zðc; sÞ : ð13Þ

In other words, secondary structure propensity can be

decomposed in two components of different origin:

1. Local interactions, expressed in our notation through

the term L(s,a). They arise mainly from entropic

terms and steric constraints,33 although enthalpic

contributions, in particular hydrogen bonding, have

been recently shown to be important as well.34

2. Nonlocal interactions, which favor the burial or expo-

sure of secondary structure elements.

Nonlocal interactions contribute to the secondary

structure propensity of amino acids because secondary

structure elements differ in their propensities for solvent

exposure. Coiled structures are found very seldom in the

core of the protein, where intra-chain hydrogen bonds

must be formed, and very frequently on the surface of

the protein, where entropic factors favor them. Therefore,

hydrophylic amino acids, which are unlikely to be buried,

are more likely to be found in coiled structures. Con-

versely, hydrophobic residues are more likely to occur in

beta structures, which tend to be buried. Because of these

burial propensities of secondary structures, the effective

interaction parameters LProp(s,a) derived using the amino

acid propensity yield a biased estimate of the local inter-

actions. They overestimate the local interactions favoring

the E state for hydrophobic residues, which tend to

occupy buried positions where E structures are more fre-

quent, and overestimate local interactions favoring the C

state for hydrophylic residues.

Notice that, in the absence of hydrophobic interactions

(h(a) : 0), and with f (a) � P(a), the propensity param-

eters would be equal to the local interaction parameters,

LProp(s,a) : L(a,a). In fact, assuming that h(a) : 0, and

using the normalization condition
P

a P(a) exp(2L(s,a))

5 1 with f(a) � P(a), we find from Eq. (9) that Z(c,s) 5
1. Using this into Eq. (13), we then get H(s,a) 5 1.

Inserting this result into Eq. (12), and using the normal-

ization condition
P

s P(s) exp(2L(s,a)) 5 1, we finally

find LProp(s,a) : L(s,a).

Determination of the local interaction
parameters

We derived the effective local interaction parameters

L(s,a) by fitting the complete inverse folding model, Eqs.

(8–10), to the site-specific amino acid distributions

observed in the PDB. In this way we take into account

the influence of hydrophobicity on the secondary struc-

ture propensity, as discussed in the previous section.

The fit was performed by maximizing the sum of the

log-likelihood of the observed distributions given the

model represented by the predicted distributions, see

Materials and Methods section. The observed distribu-

tions are calculated by clustering together sites in differ-

ent proteins with the same secondary structure si and

similar EC component ci, and measuring the amino acid

distribution in each cluster. When doing so, we cluster

together structurally equivalent sites found in different

proteins. This is justified as long as the coefficients b(c)
are the same at sites with equal ci located in different

proteins. We see from Eq. (11) that the coefficients b(c)
depend on the mean and mean square hydrophobicity

h[h]i and h[h]2i, on the mutation process, which influ-

ence the parameters f(a), and on the distribution of sec-

ondary structure across sites with given EC component

ci.

Hydrophobicity is strongly constrained. It can not be

too small, otherwise the native state would not be stable

against unfolding, and it can not be too large, otherwise

the native state would not be stable against misfolding.

As a consequence, its mean hhi and mean square hh2i are
narrowly distributed for different proteins.8 We therefore

assume that the parameters h[h]i and h[h]2i can be taken

as roughly constant across different proteins.

The coefficients f(a) in Eq. (8) are influenced by the

mutation process. It is known that mutation patterns

depend on the organism, on the DNA strand where the

gene is located and, in eukaryotes, they can vary broadly

from one region of the genome to another one. Never-

theless, the parameters f(a) mainly depend on the genetic

code, and we assume here that they can be taken as

roughly constant across the different proteins stored in

the PDB.8

Finally, clustering together positions with the same c

in different proteins requires that the conditional proba-

Figure 1
Site-specific mean hydrophobicity [hi], observed (full line) and predicted (dotted

line) according to the r.h.s. of Eq. (10), versus the normalized EC. The

hydropathy scale used is the ZC scale, Eq. (14).
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bility of secondary structure s given the effective connectivity

c, P(s|c), is roughly the same for all such positions. This

assumption is violated for proteins that belong to different

classes of secondary structure content,2 such as all alpha, all

beta, a 1 b and a/b. Nevertheless, we did not distinguish

proteins with different secondary structure content, since this

would reduce the sample size and complicate the analysis.

Under these assumptions, sites of different proteins

having the same structural indicators have the same pre-

dicted amino acid distribution.

We obtained from the fit the twenty amino acid fre-

quencies f (a) (19 independent parameters) and the local

interaction parameters (19 3 (S 2 1) independent pa-

rameters). The hydrophobicity parameters were first

obtained from the literature. We tested 12 published

hydrophobicity scales (see Materials and Methods, Pa-

rameters of the model section), obtaining the best results

with the buriability scale by Zhou and Zhou35 and with

the scale CH presented in Ref. 23, and the worst results

with the scales by Roseman36 and Kyte and Doolittle.37

We then derived a new interactivity scale ZC from the

joint distribution of amino acids and EC components.

This scale is defined as the average EC component of the

sites occupied by the given amino acid,

hðZCÞðaÞ ¼
X
c

cP cjað Þ ð14Þ
(see Materials and Methods, Database section). We then

normalize the values of h(ZC)(a) in such a way that the

average hydrophobicity is zero,
P

a P(a)h(ZC)(a) 5 0,

and the average square hydrophobicity is one,P
a PðaÞ

�
hðZCÞðaÞ

�2
¼ 1. With these constraints, the ZC

scale has only 18 independent parameters.
The h(ZC)(a) scale is very strongly correlated with

other hydropathy scales, since hydrophobic amino acids

tend to occupy sites with large EC component. For

instance, the correlation coefficient is R 5 0.92 with the

Fauchere and Pliska scale,38 R 5 0.96 with the Palliser

scale,39 R 5 0.96 with our previous interactivity scale

derived from the contact interaction matrix,23 and R 5
0.97 with the buriability scale by Zhou and Zhou.35

The distributions calculated with the new scale ZC fit

the observed distributions better than for any other hy-

dropathy scale. Results obtained with this scale will be

reported, when not otherwise stated.

To evaluate the contributions of the various compo-

nents of the model, we tested different models where

some of the parameters are set to zero, or to a default

value, and the other ones are fitted. They are listed and

discussed later, and summarized in Table I. The parame-

ters that we obtained from the fits will be discussed in

next section.

To assess the quality of the fit, we calculate for each of

the 576 site-specific amino acid distribution the loga-

rithm of the likelihood of the observed distribution given

the predicted one, Li, and averaged them over all distri-

butions, obtaining the mean log-likelihood per distribu-

tion hLi. Likelihood values depend on the size of the

data set, therefore they can only be compared for the

same data set. To assess the quality of the fit in a way

that is less dependent on the size of the data set, we also

report here normalized log-likelihood value. This is

obtained by dividing the log-likelihood by the absolute

value of the maximum possible likelihood,
P

i|Li,max|,

which is attained when all the predicted distributions are

exactly equal to the observed ones, and subtracting one

(see Materials and Methods section). We denote this nor-

malized likelihood by the symbol l 5 (
P

i Li 2 Li,max)/P
i|Li,max|. The maximum possible value of this quantity

is zero, and its value is less influenced by the size of the

data set. To compare models with different number of

parameters, we use the Bayesian information criterion

(BIC), see Materials and Methods Bayes Information Cri-

terion section, which is averaged over the 576 distribu-

tions and reported in Table I.

We also report in Table I the weighted mean correla-

tion coefficient between observed and predicted distribu-

tions.

1. Pure mutation. Our null model considers mutation

and no selection on protein stability, corresponding to

setting h(a) : 0, L(s,a) : 0, Pi(a|ci, si) 5 f(a). The

best fit yields in this case l 5 25.336, hLi 5 2445

and R 5 0.593.

2. Selection on hydrophobicity, equal frequencies. The sec-

ond model considers only selection on hydrophobicity

and not on local interactions (we set L(s,a) : 0). The

genetic code is not considered, and the mutation fac-

tors are considered equal for all amino acids (f (a) :
1). This model does not contain any free parameters

Table I
Scores Obtained with Various Parameter Sets

Model Freq. Hydro Local Fit par. Def. par. R l hLi hBICi
1 Fit 0 0 19 0 0.593 25.336 2445 614
2 1 ZC 0 0 20 0.453 26.061 2496 684
3 Fit ZC 0 19 20 0.771 22.802 2267 368
4 Fit 0 Fit 304 0 0.812 22.333 2234 318
5 Fit ZC Prop 19 305 0.943 20.636 2115 158
6 Fit ZC Fit 304 20 0.957 20.498 2105 150
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except the mean and mean square hydrophobicity that

are calculated from their definition rather than fitted.

The scale IH provides the best results, l 5 26.06,

hLi 5 2496 and R 5 0.45, which is not much worse

than the mutation model, despite having many fewer

free parameters.

If distributions with the same EC and different sec-

ondary structure are combined together into struc-

tural classes characterized only by the EC component,

the model with selection on hydrophobicity performs

better than the optimal mutation model, for all

scales.

3. Mutation plus selection on hydrophobicity. Now, we set

again the local interaction parameters to zero, but we

we optimize the amino acid frequencies, obtaining l

5 22.802, hLi 5 2267 and R 5 0.771 with the ZC

scale. Observed versus predicted probabilities obtained

with the ZC scale are shown in Figure 2, left plot.

This result improves considerably the likelihood both

with respect to the model with uniform amino acid

frequencies, and with respect to the pure mutation

model. Notice that the predicted distribution is the

same at all sites with the same EC and different sec-

ondary structure. If all these sites are clustered to-

gether, as we did in a previous work,8 the average

observed distribution agrees much better with the pre-

dicted one (R 5 0.86). This indicates that sites with

similar EC but different secondary structure have sig-

nificantly different statistical properties.

4. Mutation plus selection on local interactions. We now

neglect hydrophobicity, setting h(a) : 0. We first cal-

culated local interaction parameters from secondary

structure propensities as in Eq. (1), and fitted f(a),

obtaining l 5 22.333, hLi 5 2234, R 5 0.81.

These results do not improve if the interaction pa-

rameters are fitted. We obtain in fact l 5 22.333, hLi
2234, R 5 0.81, confirming our expectation that, if

we neglect hydrophobic interactions, the maximum

likelihood parameters coincide with the usual propen-

sity parameters.

5. Mutation plus selection on hydrophobicity and local

interactions calculated from propensities. We set again

L(s,a) : LProp(s,a), Eq. (1), but now we use the

hydrophobicity scale h(c) and fit f(a), obtaining l 5
20.636, (Li 5 2115, R 5 0.943, which yields BIC

per distribution 158.7.

6. Mutation plus selection on hydrophobicity and optimized

local interactions. This is the most complete model,

having 19 3 15 additional free parameters with

respect to the previous one. Fitting L(s,a) and f(a), we

obtain l 5 20.498, hLi 5 2105, R 5 0.957. The

value of l approaches zero, which is the maximum

possible normalized likelihood. The BIC per distribu-

tion is 150.1, which shows that the model with fitted

local interactions is superior to the one with local

interactions derived from propensity.

Remarkably, the mean log-likelihood improves from

2234 when we neglect hydrophobic interactions to 2105

with only 20 additional parameters, which are not

obtained by fitting the data. This improvement is of similar

extent to the one obtained using local interaction parame-

ters with respect to setting L(s,a): 0 (hL52267).

Observed and predicted probabilities obtained with

the best model are plotted in Figure 2, right plot.

Figure 2
Observed (horizontal axis) versus predicted (vertical axis) amino acid distributions, for all site classes and all amino acid types. Left panel; either local interactions or

hydrophobicity set to zero, Right panel; local interactions derived in this work.
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In Figure 2 the observed and predicted probabilities

are plotted for each site class and each amino acid type.

The plot on the left refers to either local interaction pa-

rameters L(s,a) or hydrophobic parameters h(a) set to

zero, in the plot on the right we use optimized local

interaction parameters and hydropathy scale ZC. In all

cases, the amino acid frequencies are fitted. In the plot,

site classes with same secondary structure and similar EC

component are clustered so that each cluster contains at

least 1000 sites.

The quality of the fit between observed and predicted

distributions depends on the site class considered, and in

particular on the secondary structure. We computed the

correlation coefficients between observed and predicted

distributions as a function of secondary structure and EC

component. To get more homogeneous data, we clustered

site classes so that each one contains at least 1000 resi-

dues. For most site classes, the correlation coefficients are

larger than R 5 0.95. The only site classes with correla-

tions smaller than R 5 0.90 are either exposed strands

and H4 structures, which are very rare in exposed

regions, or buried bends, which are also very rare. Over-

all, the predicted distributions fit very well the observed

ones. We also measured the predicted site-specific mean

hydrophobicity, [hi] 5
P

a h(a) P(a|ci, si), which plays a

central role in our model. For all secondary structure

types, the correlation coefficient between observed and

predicted mean hydrophobicity is always larger than R 5
0.95. However, it is possible to observe some systematic

trends: for secondary structures that have a propensity

for exposure, like coils, turns, bends, and the positions

preceding helices and strands, the predicted hydrophobic-

ity is slightly overestimated, in particular for buried posi-

tions, whereas for secondary structures that prefer to be

buried the mean hydrophobicity is slightly underesti-

mated, in particular at exposed positions. However, these

systematic effects are very small.

We tested the optimal interaction parameters with a

different data set, composed by 4400 protein domains

with less than 40% pairwise sequence identity, stored in

the ASTRAL40 database. In this set, different from the

training set, domains present in the same chain are

parsed in different structures. This changes the value of

the effective connectivity at the domain interfaces. The

fitted local interaction parameters and amino acid fre-

quencies, applied to site-specific amino acid distributions

sampled from this set of proteins, yield l 5 21.531 and

mean correlation coefficient r 5 0.947, which is quite

similar to the results obtained with the training set.

Analysis of the local interaction parameters

The optimal local interaction parameters that we

obtained with different hydropathy scales are very

strongly correlated. We report in Table II the parameters

obtained with the hydropathy scale ZC derived in this

work, Eq. (14), which yield the best fit between observed

and predicted distributions. This scale is reported in the

same table. Results reported in this article refer to this

set of parameters, when not otherwise stated.

Figure 3 shows four sets of effective local interaction

parameters for strands (E), helices (H), coils (C), and

bends (S), respectively. In the figure, we compare the pa-

rameters obtained in this work with the parameters

LProp(s,a) obtained through Eq. (1), which are also influ-

enced by hydrophobic interactions. The two sets of pa-

rameters are very strongly correlated, with correlation

coefficients always larger than or equal to r 5 0.95, and

nevertheless they perform significantly different in fitting

the observed distributions. An exception are the local

interactions in the coil state, for which the correlation

between the two sets of parameters is only 0.85.

E positions are defined as positions in strands exclud-

ing the first and the last one. The strongest preferences

for these positions are shown by the amino acids Val, Ile,

Thr, Tyr, and Cys, in this order. The same amino acids

occur in the first position of strands, with Trp and Lys

also favoured at this position, and Trp and Cys favoured

at the last position in strands.

We label with H the positions in helices excluding the

first four and the last one. For these positions, the order

of preferences is Ala, Gln, Arg, Glu, Lys, Leu, and Met.

For the first position H1, the most preferred residues are

Pro and Trp. For the second position H2, Glu, Asp, and

Trp show the strongest preferences. For the third position

H3, Glu, Asp, Gln, and Ala are preferred. The position

H4 shows local interactions very similar to those of the

helical positions Hi with i > 4, except that there is an

increased propensity for the aliphatic amino acids Leu,

Ile, and Val, while Glu is disfavored here. The last posi-

tion in helices, HY, has a strong preference for Leu, Phe,

Met, and Tyr.

C positions are positions without any DSSP code,

excluding positions flanking helices or strands; In particu-

lar, turns (T) and bends (S) are not considered in this

class. The strongest preferences are for Pro, Cys, and Phe.

Also Trp, His, and Tyr have a slight preference for coil

positions. Some of these are aromatic amino acids, which

are seldom observed in C positions, because the exposure

of these positions does not fit their large hydrohobicity.

The result of our calculation shows that aromatic amino

acids in coil positions are more frequent than one would

expect based on their hydrophobicity and on the exposure.

Our model attributes this higher than expected occurrence

to the effect of favourable local interactions. Another pos-

sibility is that this higher occurrence is due to functional

constraints, since many functional residues occur in coil

positions, and they are often aromatic amino acids. These

local interactions favoring aromatic amino acids in coil

positions represent the most important qualitative differ-

ence between the parameters derived from the usual pro-

pensity measure and the parameters presented here.
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The small amino acids Gly, Asp, Asn, and Ser show

the strongest preferences for positions classified as bends

by the DSSP algorithm, labelled with S. Turns (T) posi-

tions show very similar local interaction parameters (cor-

relation coefficient r 5 0.86 with bend interactions),

with Gly, Asn, Pro, and Asp the most preferred amino

acids. Positions before the helix see a prevalence of the

same types of amino acids, namely Asp, Ser, Asn, Thr,

and Pro. In positions after helices, Gly, Cys, Phe, Asn,

and His prevail. Pro and Met are prevailing before

strands, and Cys, Asp, Thr, Asn, and Ser have strong

preference to occur after strands.

Structural propensities

As aforementioned, different secondary structure types

vary in their propensity for buriedness. In analogy with

Eq. (1), these structural propensities can be evaluated as

the ratio between the conditional probability to observe a

secondary structure s given that the EC component is c,

and the overall probability to observe s. Minus the loga-

rithm of the propensity can be interpreted as an effective

interaction, expressing the tendency of secondary struc-

ture s to occur with EC component c,

LSTRðs; cÞ ¼ � log
PðsjcÞ
PðsÞ

� �
: ð15Þ

The structural propensities are shown in Figure 4. The

upper left panel shows the propensities for the secondary

structures classified into the three main classes, coil, he-

lix, and strand, as a function of the effective connectivity,

which is related to buriedness. As expected, coil propen-

sity decreases almost linearly with increasing buriedness,

strands have high propensity to occur in buried posi-

tions, and helices have only a slight preference for buri-

edness over exposure. These propensities are in agree-

ment with previous statistical studies in which the expo-

sure was measured as accessible surface area, and they

can be rationalized with simple physico–chemical princi-

ples. For instance, residues not in regular secondary

structure pay a high enthalpic cost in the interior of the

protein, where their polar groups can not form hydrogen

bonds with water, and exposed strands pay a high

entropic cost with respect to exposed coils.

We investigated these preferences more precisely, dis-

tinguishing the secondary structure types more finely.

Looking at residues that do not belong to regular second-

Figure 3
Local interaction parameters, changed of sign so that positive means favoured. The parameters derived in this work are compared with those derived with the propensity

measure. Top left, Positions in strands; Top right, Positions in helices; Bottom left, Positions not classified by DSSP; Bottom right, positions in bends.
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ary structure elements, we see that turns (T) and bends

(S) have a tendency to be exposed more than other coil

structures (Fig. 4, upper right panel). As already known,

the residue preceding a helix has a strong tendency to be

exposed. A similar tendency is also present at the end of

the helix, but it is weaker there than for other coil struc-

tures. The beginning and the end of a beta strand also

tend to be exposed, although much less than other irreg-

ular structures, and there is not a significant asymmetry

between the beginning and the end, as expected for anti-

parallel arrangements, for which the beginning of one

strand coincides with the end of the other one.

As it is well-known,40–42 the initial and final posi-

tions of helices tend to be located in exposed regions.

Consistently, we see in Figure 4, lower left panel, that

the first three positions of an helix, denoted as H1,

H2, and H3, have high propensity for low EC compo-

nents (exposed regions), in particular the second posi-

tion, whereas the fourth position has a strong tendency

to be buried, as well as positions after the fourth one,

which alternate between more buried and more ex-

posed positions.

Last, if we examine beta strands, we see that the first and

last residues along the strand have less tendency to be bur-

ied than residues in the middle, and even less for coil resi-

dues flanking the strand, see Figure 4 lower right panel.

Distinguishing parallel and antiparallel beta bridges, we also

see that parallel bridges have a stronger tendency to be bur-

ied than antiparallel ones, see Figure 5. This difference is

large for positions in the middle and the end of the strand,

and small for positions at the beginning of the strand.

Reduced frustration between local and
nonlocal interactions

Local interactions favoring different secondary struc-

ture types behave in different ways with respect to hydro-

phobicity. For instance, interactions favoring strands are

positively correlated with hydrophobicity (R 5 0.64), he-

lix interactions are not significantly correlated with it (R

5 0.21), and both turn and bend interactions are anti-

correlated with it (R 5 20.55). The low correlation

between helical parameters and hydrophobicity is consist-

ent with experimental results.43

Figure 4
Structural propensities for secondary structure elements. Upper left, Strands, Beta and Coil structures; Upper right, Positions outside regular secundary structure; Lower

left, helical positions; Lower right, strand positions.
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These correlations between local and nonlocal interac-

tions, in concurrence with the structural propensities of sec-

ondary structures for buriedness or exposure that we dis-

cussed earlier, favor the evolutionary optimization of local

interactions and hydrophobicity at the same time. For

instance, at buried strand positions, amino acids like Val and

Ile optimize both local and hydrophobic interactions at the

same time. Similarly, at exposed turns or bends, residues as

Gly or Asn optimize both kinds of interactions.

In general, we observed that there is a positive correla-

tion between the structural propensity for buriedness of

a secondary structure type, that we quantify through the

average effective connectivity of this secondary structure,

and the correlation between local interactions favoring

that secondary structure type and hydrophobicity. We

show this in Figure 6, in which we represent for each sec-

ondary structure type s the correlation between local and

hydrophobic interactions, r[h(a), L(s,a)], versus the aver-

age effective connectivity,
P

c c P(c|s).

The fact that the most frequent combinations of sec-

ondary structure and buriedness favor the optimization

of both kinds of interactions is consistent with the ‘‘prin-

ciple of minimal frustration’’ in protein energetic enunci-

ated by Bryngelson and Wolynes,44 and with the ‘‘consis-

tency principle’’ of Go.45

Performances in fold recognition

We tested the ability of the effective free energy with

optimal local interactions to recognize the native struc-

ture of a protein against alternative structures generated

from the PDB. We used the numerical values of the con-

tact interactions U(a,b) reported in Ref. 12. Since their

energy unit is arbitrary, we multiplied the local interac-

tions L(s,a) times a numerical coefficient e > 0, which is

needed to convert the two sets of energy parameters to

the same unit. We consider therefore the energy function

EðC; S;AÞ ¼
X
i<j

CijUðAi;AjÞ þ e
X
i

Lðsi;AiÞ

þ FstrðC; SÞ þ FseqðAÞ: ð16Þ

In this way, if we set e 5 0, the energy function lacks

local interactions In the following, we will fix the value

of e by optimizing the results of the threading test.

Gapless threading

Our first test involved gapless threading. We used the

entire PDB90 database, containing 7494 chains with less

than 90% sequence identity. We eliminated from the test

set the structures determined by NMR, nonglobular pro-

teins, and membrane proteins (see Materials and Meth-

ods, Database section), remaining with 5371 protein

chains. The entire database was used to generate decoys,

yielding from 84,000 decoys for the longest chains up to

1.5 millions for the shortest ones, a very large number

that makes this test rather challenging.

Using only contact interactions (e 5 0), for 92.6% of

the protein chains the native structure has the lowest

energy among all decoys, with an average normalized

energy gap equal to 0.543. Most of the 397 chains that

are not recognized belong to multi-chain proteins, so

that the failure of recognition may indicate that they are

not stable in the isolated form. Only 83 single-chain pro-

teins are not recognized.

Figure 6
Horizontal axis: Average effective connectivity (EC) conditioned to a secondary

structure type,
P

c cP(c|s), which is related to the propensity for buriedness.

Vertical axis: correlation coefficient between local interaction parameters and

hydrophobicity, r[h(a),L(s,a)]. Each point represents a secondary structure type.

Notice that secondary structures that tend to be more buried, like E and H4, are

stabilized by local interactions that are positively correlated with hydrophobicity,

and secodary structures that tend to be more exposed are stabilized by local

interactions that are negatively correlated with hydrophobicity.

Figure 5
Structural propensities for positions in beta strands. Parallel (P) and antiparallel

(A) positions are compared. Notice that parallel strands have larger propensity

for buried positions (large effective connectivity c).
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We then included in the model the local interaction

parameters determined by propensity, Eq. (1). This

improves the performances of the energy function up to

94.5% recognition, with only 57 single chain proteins

that are not recognized, and a normalized energy gap of

0.64, for e 5 0.50. Finally, we used the local interaction

parameters determined in this work. The best recognition

rate was obtained with a coefficient e 5 0.60, yielding

94.3% recognition, with only 58 single chain proteins

that are not recognized, and a normalized energy gap of

0.66. The performances of both local interaction parame-

ter sets are thus very similar concerning the recognition,

where they yield a small but significant improvement

with respect to using only contact interactions. The

improvement of the normalized energy gap is more sig-

nificant, and the parameters derived in this work perform

better than the propensity parameters under this respect.

Gapped threading

Then, we tested the ability of the effective folding free

energy to recognize structures similar to the native by

assigning them a high stability score. In this test, pairs of

proteins were structurally aligned with the program

Mammoth,46,47 and to each structural alignment we

assigned a stability score based on the effective free

energy function. This test is expected to be much more

challenging than the previous one, because of three rea-

sons. (1) Decoys generated through optimal structural

alignments with gaps are in general more challenging

than decoys generated through gapless alignment. (2)

The alignment length is not constant, since the trial

structure may be aligned to a fragment of the query pro-

tein, which may be either a complete domain or a super-

secondary structure. (3) Instead of the native structure,

the energy function must recognize a similar structure

that may have quite significantly diverged, thus being less

fit to the query sequence than the native one.

Because of point (2), it is necessary to normalize the

stability score derived from structural alignments in such

a way that it depends at little as possible on the length

and amino acid composition of the aligned fragment of

the query protein, so that a fragment of the query

sequence can be matched to a structural domain. In con-

trast, in gapless threading trial structures are aligned to

the entire sequence, and therefore the effective free

energy itself is a convenient stability measure.

We tried different normalizations for comparing align-

ments of different length. The best results were obtained

with a stability score which estimates the Z score of the

effective energy. The Z score is calculated by substracting

from the energy of the alignment the average energy of

compact structures with arbitrary contact matrix and sec-

ondary structure. This reduces the influence of the amino

acid composition on the stability score, by taking into

account that more hydrophobic sequences tend to have

lower energy both for the native structure and for generic

compact structures. The resulting difference is divided by

the standard deviation of the energy of unrelated struc-

tures, in order to make the stability score of unrelated

structures as little as possible dependent on the size of

the alignment.

The use of the Z score as a stability score was pro-

posed several years ago by Goldstein et al.,48 inspired to

the random energy model (REM)49 applied to hetero-

polymers.44,50 In this approach, the mean and mean

square energy is computed by sampling generic compact

structures from the PDB, for any given fragment of a

given length, as Govindarajan and Goldstein did for

structures on the lattice.51 Nevertheless, to simplify the

calculations, we neglected the correlations between the

energies of different contacts and local energies of dif-

ferent residues, and focused on the mean energy of an

individual contact interaction and an individual local

interaction. This provides an analytic estimate of the Z

score as

SðA;C; s; aÞ ¼ �
P

i<j CaiajU ðAi;AjÞ � NChhUii þ e
P

i Lðsai ;AiÞ � hhLðs;AiÞiið Þ
N 3 N�g

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
U þ e

2

NC

P
i r

2
LðAiÞ

q : ð17Þ

In the above equation, a 5 {ai1���aiN} denotes the align-

ment of a fragment of the query sequence A with the

trial structure. The length of the alignment N is calcu-

lated from the first i1 to the last iN residue in the query

sequence aligned to some residue of the template struc-

ture. The energy of the alignment is calculated in the

assumption that contacts and secondary structure are

perfectly conserved from the template (t) to the query

(q), that is Cij
(q) 5 Caiaj

(t) and si
(q) 5 sai

(t). NC 5
P

i<j Caiaj
(t)

indicates the number of contacts in the template struc-

ture, which is proportional to the number of residues N,

so that NC/N tends to a finite limit as N grows. Residues

in the sequences aligned to gaps are assigned zero con-

tacts and coil secondary structure. The results improve if

short range contacts are not taken into account in the

calculation of the energy. Specifically, we omit all con-
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tacts between amino acids separated by less than

four amino acids along the sequence, imposing Cij 5 0 if

|i 2 j| < lmin 5 4.

Double angular brackets hh�ii indicate the average over

alternative compact structures. In particular, hhU ii indi-

cates the mean energy of an individual contact for the

set of unrelated structures, estimated as explained in

Materials and Methods, Stability score section and

hhL(s,a)ii � P
s P(siL(s,a) is the mean local energy of

amino acid a over a generic secondary structure type.

rU
2 and rL

2 are the variance of the energy of an individual

contact and of an individual local interaction, respec-

tively (see Database section for further explanations).

The term N2g, with g 5 0.6 2 0.8 yielding the best

recognition, takes into account that the standard devia-

tion of the energy per residue, E/N, decreases with the

alignment length, since the correlation between contacts

and between secondary structure types vanishes at large

sequence distance. To test this, we measured the energy

per contact,
P

i<j Cij U(Ai,Aj)/NC, obtained aligning a

query protein with unrelated structures. As expected, we

found that the mean value of this quantity is not corre-

lated with the alignment length, and its standard devia-

tion decreases with the alignment length or the number

of contacts, compatible with N20.5, as one would predict

neglecting the correlations between contacts separated

by a large sequence distance. Therefore, the Z score of

the contact energy per contact can be estimated as

ZEC=NC
� ffiffiffiffiffiffi

NC

p ðPi<j CijUðAi;AjÞ=NC � hhUiiÞ=rU. This

quantity, multiplied times
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NC=N

p
, is equal to Eq. (17)

with e 5 0 and g 5 0.5, and it is expected to be uncor-

related with the length of the alignment, so that the sta-

bility score of unrelated structures does not have any

trivial scaling with the alignment length.

The local energy per residue,
P

i L(si,Ai)/N, has also a

distribution that becomes narrower with the length. Its

standard deviation decreases as N20.70�0.03, that is faster

than 1=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
. The results presented were obtained with

the exponent g 5 0.75, which provides a good recogni-

tion for the complete free energy function.

We used as a test set a randomly chosen subset of the

ASTRAL40 database, containing 480 domains with less

than 40% sequence identity. This threshold on sequence

similarity guarantees that pairs of homologous proteins

are significantly diverged both in sequence and in struc-

ture. All pairs of proteins were structurally aligned with

the program Mammoth,46,47 and for each pair the sta-

bility score was calculated using one and the other pro-

tein alternatively as query sequence and trial structure.

Three types of protein pairs were distinguished:

1. Native, if sequence and structure belong to the same

protein.

2. Similar, if there is a significant structural similarity

between the two proteins or they have the same SCOP

classification2 at the fold level (in most cases the two

conditions coincide). We use the Mammoth Z

score46,47 and the contact overlap to quantify struc-

tural similarity.

3. Unrelated, otherwise.

There are 250 proteins of 480 (52%) with at least one

match with Mammoth Z score larger than 8 and contact

overlap multiplied times
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
larger than 2.5. We meas-

ured the percentage of these 250 proteins for which at

least one similar structure is present among the m most

stable alignments. The recognition was considered suc-

cessful if the trial structure and the query protein either

are classified in the same SCOP fold, or they have Mam-

moth Z score larger than six, a very significant similarity

which in many cases guarantees that the proteins share

the same fold; otherwise, it was considered failed.

We first present results for the case where we require

at least one structure with Z score of Mammoth larger

than eight to be present in the set of similar structures.

The dependence on the similarity threshold will be dis-

cussed later.

Without local interactions, the fraction of proteins for

which similar structures appear within the m most stable

ones is 50.4%, 76.0%, and 83.2% for m equal to 1, 5,

and 10, respectively, and the recognition of the native

structure is 98.3%.

The recognized fractions significantly increase when

local interactions are included into the model. With the

local interaction parameters derived from propensities,

the maximum recognized fractions are 60.0%, 80.8%,

and 87.2% for m equal to 1, 5, and 10, respectively, and

99.8% for the native structure. We find the best results

for e in the range [0.4,0.6], depending on the value of m.

Giving more importance to smaller m, a good choice

appears to be e � 0.5, but there is not a well defined op-

timum value.

The local interactions derived in this work yield best

results for e in the range [0.4,0.6]. A good choice is e 5
0.45, a value close to the one obtained with gapless

threading, but also in this case there is not any well

defined optimum value. The maximum recognized frac-

tions are 60.8%, 82.0%, and 88.0% for m equal to 1, 5,

and 10, respectively, and 100% for the native structure.

For all values of m, the recognition of similar but not

identical structures improves at least 5% considering local

interactions besides contact interactions. In contrast, the

recognition of the native structure improves only by 1%.

Figure 7 shows the performances of the energy func-

tion for recognizing structures similar to the native. Local

interaction parameters derived from inverse folding and

derived from propensity are compared. In both figures,

the similarity threshold is set at Z score of Mammoth

larger than eight. In the left plot, recognition at rank 1 is

shown as a function of e. In the right plot, the best rec-

ognition for any e is shown versus the rank m (the rec-

ognition is considered successful if a similar structure has
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one of the m highest stability scores). For most values of

m, the local interaction parameters derived from inverse

folding perform equally to or slightly better than the pa-

rameters derived from amino acid propensities. The dif-

ference, however, is small and it is difficult to assess its

significance.

The recognition improves if the structural similarity

increases. Figure 8 shows, for the rank m 5 1, the best

recognized fraction for any e as a function of the mimi-

mum Z score of Mammoth. Only proteins for which

there is at least one match above this similarity threshold

are considered in the test set. The number of tested pro-

teins decreases from 274 for Z > 6 to 232 for Z > 10.

Correspondingly, the fraction of tested proteins for which

a similar structure is recognized at rank 1 increases

approximately linearly from 55.8% to 64.2%.

CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have extended an analytically solva-

ble model of inverse folding based on mutations and on

hydrophobicity,6–8 by including in the folding model the

local interactions that favor distinct secondary structures.

The local interaction parameters were obtained by fit-

ting the complete model to site-specific amino acid dis-

tributions sampled from structurally equivalent positions

in the PDB. This allows to disentangle the influence of

local and nonlocal interactions on the propenstity of

amino acids for secondary structures,13 which in most

approaches is used as the basis to derive such local inter-

action parameters through a statistical analysis.14–18

The energetic interpretation of helical propensities is

based on side chain entropy loss upon helix formation33

and enthalpy of the helix-coil transition,34 which are

interactions that are local along the protein chain.

We have compared our local interaction parameters

for the interior of helices, H, with previously determined

scales computational and experimental scales of alpha he-

lix propensities, finding high correlation coefficients r 5
0.79 with the Chou and Fasman scale,13 r 5 0.87 with

the Luque et al. scale,52 r 5 0.89 with the Williams

scale,53 r 5 0.92 with the scale by Rohl et al.,54 r 5 0.93

with the scale by Pace and Scholtz,55 and r 5 0.94 with

the scale by Muñoz and Serrano, used in the program

AGADIR.14 The two last scales were determined experi-

mentally, considering exposed positions in the interior of

the helix.

The inverse folding model with maximum likelihood

parameters provides an excellent fit of site-specific amino

Figure 7
Left: Fraction of proteins for which at least one structure similar to the native has stability score within rank 1, as a function of the weight of local interactions, e. Local
interaction parameters derived from inverse folding are compared to parameters derived from secondary structure propensity. Right: Best fraction of recognized proteins for

any e as a function of the rank of the recognition m. The recognition is considered successful if at least one similar structure is found within the m most stable ones. For

both plots, test proteins must have at least one structure with Mammoth Z score larger than eight.

Figure 8
Best recognition for any e and for rank m 5 1 as a function of the similarity

threshold, the minimum Z score of Mammoth above which two structures are

considered very similar. Local interaction parameters derived from inverse

folding are compared to parameters derived from secondary structure propensity.
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acid distributions sampled from the PDB, considerably

improving the previous model that lacked local interaction

parameters. A BIC test demonstrates that the numerous

parameters of the model are very significantly determined.

The local interactions determined in this work have

been combined to a contact free energy function, and the

resulting effective potential was tested for its ability to

recognize the native structure and structures similar to

the native on the basis of the effective energy alone.

Notice that, as most effective free energy functions used

in threading, our function can be applied only on pro-

tein-like structures derived from the PDB, since it does

not take into account steric interactions, peptidic geome-

try, and hydrogen bonding, which are assumed to be al-

ready protein-like in the tested structures.

The local interactions have only a minor influence for

the recognition of the native structure, a task for which

the contact free energy is already quite good, with a suc-

cess rate of roughly 98% that becomes 99.8% with the

addition of local interactions. These results do not depend

significantly on whether alternative structures are gener-

ated through gapless threading or through structural align-

ment with gaps, the latter creating more challenging

decoys, and on whether the stability is evaluated through

the effective energy itself or from an estimate of its Z

score, Eq. (17), which reduces the effect of the sequence

length and composition on the estimated stability.

In contrast, the task of recognizing structures similar

to the native but evolutionarily diverged from it is much

more difficult. In this case, local interactions improve

significantly the recognition, from 50 to 60%. Results

improve considerably if we are less strict and consider all

structures within a rank m of stability, from 60% for

rank m 5 1 to 89% for rank m 5 10. Therefore, the

local interactions have a small influence on the recogni-

tion of the native structure, whereas they improve quite

significantly the recognition of similar structures.

Similar structures in the ASTRAL40 database, having

less than 40% sequence identity, are characterized by

contact overlap with the native structure typically smaller

than 0.5. This implies that the contact energy deviates

considerably with respect to the energy of the native

structure. It is unlikely that a structural similarity at this

level implies a strong similarity of contact energies.56 In

contrast, the secondary structure is much more conserved

between similar structures, which explains why the local

interaction energy plays an important role in the recogni-

tion of similar structures, despite its role in the recogni-

tion of the native structure is almost negligible.

Consistently, the recognition improves considerably if

one imposes more strict structural similarity, measured

by the Z score of the program Mammoth. For pairs with

Mammoth’s Z score larger than eight the recognition at

rank 1 is 60.4%, and for the native structure itself the

recognition reaches 99%. Therefore, a very high level of

similarity, much above statistical significance, is needed

for discriminating similar structures from unrelated

structures of high stability. Hence, despite the significant

improvement presented in this article, further progress is

needed in order to achieve the important goal of fold

recognition solely through folding stability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Effective connectivity

We represent the global characteristics of a protein

structure with N residues through the contact matrix Cij,

a binary matrix indicating whether sites i and j are in

contact (Cij 5 1) or not (Cij 5 0). A contact is defined

by at least one pair of heavy atoms belonging to two dif-

ferent amino acids closer than 4.5 Å. The EC is the vec-

tor ci that maximizes the quadratic form Q 5
P

ij Cijcicj
with the constraints hcii 5 1 and hci2i 5 hnc2i/hnci,
where angular brackets denote here the average over pro-

tein sites and hnci and hnc2i are the mean and mean

squared number of contacts.

The EC can be computed from the eigenvectors of the

contact matrix through the formula8

ci ¼
P

a
v
ðaÞ
i

K�kaP
a

hvðaÞi
K�ka

; ð18Þ

where vi
(a) denotes the i-th component of the a-th

eigenvector of the contact matrix, ka is the correspond-

ing eigenvalue, and the parameter L is implicitly defined

by the constraint hci2i 5 hnc2i/hnci For single domain

globular proteins, the EC is parallel with the principal

eigenvector (PE), corresponding to the largest eigenvalue,

but whereas the PE components strongly depend on the

protein size N (they scale as 1=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
), ci is almost inde-

pendent of protein size.

Secondary structures

We represent local protein characteristics through the

secondary structure, determined through the DSSP pro-

gram.31 We consider four discrete secondary structure

states distinguished by DSSP, E (extended, that is beta

sheet), H (helix), T (turn) and S (bend). Beta bridges are

here classified as strands. Positions not labeled by DSSP are

considered coils (C). We also distinguish the first four heli-

cal position H1 (the position where N-caps are found), H2,

H3, H4, and the last position of the helix, HY. Positions af-

ter the fourth and before the C-terminus are clustered to-

gether (H). We also treat separately the C positions preced-

ing and following the helix, which we call H0 and HZ,

respectively. Therefore, an helix is coded as H0-(H1, H2,

H3, H4, H, . . . , HY)-HZ. For strands, we distinguish the

first position (E1), the last one (EY), and positions preceding

and following the strand (E0 and EZ, respectively), describ-

ing each strand as E0-(E1, E , . . . , EY)-EZ.
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Inverse folding model without local
interactions

We review here for completeness the prediction of site-

specific amino acid distributions for a model in which the

folding free energy is represented as a contact free energy

function, Eq. (5), without local interactions, that is e 5 0.

This analytic prediction is in good agreement with simula-

tions of the SCN model (see Ref. 8). We indicate site-spe-

cific distributions as conditional distributions of amino

acids given the structure at site i, using the notation

P(A|B).

Our starting point is Eq. (2), expressing the predicted

site-specific average hydrophobicity. We assume that this

is the only condition representing selection for folding

stability. We first consider equiprobable mutations from

any amino acid to any other one, and assume that the

resulting site-specific amino acid distributions have maxi-

mal entropy for average hydrophobicity given by Eq. (2).

This implies that they are exponential, or Boltzmann,

distributions of the form P(a|ci) ! exp(2b(ci)h(a)).23

This distribution can be interpreted as the stationary dis-

tribution of a site-specific substitution processes, consist-

ing of (1) equiprobable mutations; and (2) a site-specific

selection process, with acceptance probability of a muta-

tion from amino acid a to b given by

Psel a; bjcið Þ ¼ min 1; exp �bi hðbÞ � hðaÞð Þ½ �ð Þ: ð19Þ
This selection process fulfils detailed balance (also called

reversibility in molecular biology), that is P(a|ci)Psel
(a,b|ci) 5 P(b|ci)Psel(b,a|ci)

We then consider a mutation process at the DNA level,

which consists of identically distributed and independent

mutations at each nucleotide site. We assume that the

mutation process fulfils detailed balance. Therefore, its

stationary properties depend only on the stationary fre-

quencies of the four nucleotides, f (n), with n [
{A,T,G,C}. The stationary frequency of amino acid a

under mutation alone is the sum of the frequencies of

each codon n coding for a, which in turn are obtained as

the product of the frequencies of their three nucleotides

n1, n2, n3. Combining the mutation and the selection

process, we obtain the following amino acid distribution

PðajciÞ / wmutðaÞ exp �bðciÞhðaÞð Þ
¼

X
n:A½n�¼a

f ðn1Þf ðn2Þf ðn3Þ exp �bðciÞhðaÞð Þ; ð20Þ

where A[n] indicates the amino acid coded by the codon

n It is easy to see that this stationary distribution fulfils

detailed balance with respect to both the mutation and

selection process.

Computation of site-specific distributions

Our algorithm for predicting site-specific amino acid

distributions according to Eq. (8) proceeds in three steps.

First, we obtain from the PDB the mean and mean

square hydrophobicity, h[h]i 5
P

i wi[hi] and h[h]2i 5P
i wi[hi]

2. Here [hi] denotes the average hydrophobicity

at site class i characterized by EC ci, and wi is the num-

ber of sites that fall in site class i. Second, using the

observed parameters h[h]i and h[h]2i we calculate from

Eq. (11) the predicted average hydrophobicities [hi
pred] at

each site class. Third, for any value of ci we solve

numerically Eq. (10), computing its left hand side using

the observed conditional distribution of secondary struc-

ture type given the EC, P(s|c), the local interaction pa-

rameters, and trial values of b. The value of b for which

this l.h.s. coincides with the previously computed value

of [hi
pred] up to numerical accuracy yields the predicted

value of b(c) at that site. To speed up this computation,

we take advantage from the fact that Eq. (11) is a mono-

tonic function of b(c).

Parameters of the model

The parameters of the inverse folding model are:

1. Hydrophobicity scale. We tested 11 hydrophobicity

scales from the literature, listed below: (1) The KD82

hydropathy scale, derived to identify trans-membrane

helices using diverse experimental data37; (2) The L76

hydropathy scale, which was derived by using experi-

mental data and theoretical calculations57; (3) The

R88 hydropathy scale, which is based on the transfer

of solutes from water to alkane solvents36; (4) The

augmented Whilmey-White (WW01) hydropathy

scale, derived to improve recognition of trans-mem-

brane helices58; (5) The G98 classification of amino

acids into polar, hydrophobic, and amphiphylic

classes, adopted by Gu et al.59 to investigate the rela-

tionship between the hydrophobicity of a protein and

the nucleotide composition of the corresponding gene;

(6) The MP78 hydropathy scale, derived from statisti-

cal properties of globular proteins60; (7) The AV hy-

dropathy scale, derived by averaging 127 normalized

hydropathy scales published in the literature39; (8)

The FP83 hydropathy scale, derived from the experi-

mental measurement of octanol/water partition coeffi-

cients38; (9) The ZZ04 scale, also called buriability,

proposed by Zhou and Zhou35; (10) The interaction

scale IH, obtained from the main eigenvector of the

interaction matrix U(a,b) used in this work23; (11)

The optimized interactivity scale, or connectivity scale

CH, which maximizes the correlation with the princi-

pal eigenvector of protein contact matrices for a non-

redundant set of PDB structures.23

In this work, we derived a new hydrophobicity

scale, Eq. (14), indicated here by the symbol ZC.

The hydrophobicity scales can be normalized in

such a way that they have mean value zero and var-

iance equal to one without changing the distribution.
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Therefore, the number of independent parameters is 18

for each scale. Note that they are not free parameters.

2. Mean hydrophobicities. The model needs two parame-

ters for mean and mean square hydrophobicity, h[hi]i
and h[hi]2i. Here [hi] is the average hydrophobicity of

all sites having EC in a narrow range around ci. These

parameters were calculated from the sampled data as

h½hi�i ¼
X
c

PðcÞ
X
a

hðaÞP a cjð Þ
 !

; ð21Þ

h½hi�2i ¼
X
c

PðcÞ
X
a

hðaÞP a cjð Þ
 !2

: ð22Þ

3. Local interaction parameters. They are 20 3 S parame-

ters, where S is the number of secondary structure

types, but only 19 3 (S 2 1) are independent, since

we impose the 20 1 S constraintsX
a

PðaÞ exp �Lðs; aÞ½ � ¼ 1; ð23Þ

X
s

PðsÞ exp �Lðs; aÞ½ � ¼ 1: ð24Þ

These conditions are automatically fulfilled by the

local parameters obtained through the amino acid

propensity of secondary structure, Eq. (1), since it

holds
P

s P(s)[P(a|s)/P(a)] 5 1 and
P

a P(a)[P(a|s)/

P(a)] 5 1.

4. Nucleotide frequencies. The mutation model depends

on four nucleotide frequencies, of which only three

are independent, since their sum must be one.

5. Amino acid frequencies. In alternative to the nucleotide

frequencies, we considered here the amino acid frequen-

cies f(a) as free parameters. Imposing the conditionP
a f(a) 5 1 leaves us with 19 additional parameters.

Thus, for S 5 16, we get a total of (S 2 1) 3 19 1 3

5 288 free parameters if we use nucleotide frequencies,

and S 3 19 5 304 parameters if we use amino acid fre-

quencies, plus 20 hydrophobicity parameters obtained

from the literature or calculated.

Database

We considered proteins of known structures with less

than 50% sequence identity. Nonglobular proteins, as

judged on the basis of a cut-off on the number of contacts

C, C/N < 3.5 1 7.8N21/3, were excluded. The N21/3 term

comes from surface to volume scaling in globular proteins,

see for instance Ref. 12. We filtered out membrane proteins

imposing a cut-off value of the average hydrophobicity hhi
< 0.165 (with the IH hydropathy scale). Sites with very

large or very small values of the EC were also excluded.

Data were divided into 36 bins of EC values ci, ranging

from 21.2 to 2.4, and 16 secondary structure types. This

amounts to 36 3 16 5 576 structural classes, to which

correspond 10,944 independent probability values. The

total number of residues constituting our data set was

932,006, on the average more than 90 per each bin,

which allows to estimate reasonably well the probabilities,

at least for the most populated sets of parameters.

Parameters optimization

We optimized the model parameters through gradient

ascent. This simple optimization scheme was fast and

accurate enough, since runs starting from different initial

conditions converged after some hundreds of steps to

quite similar parameter sets.

The score optimized is the sum of the log-likelihood

of the observed number of amino acids for each struc-

tural class given the model and its parameter,

L ¼
X
i

log P ni;a pi;a
��� �	 


; ð25Þ

where ni,a is the observed number of residues of type a

at site class i and pi,a is the predicted amino acid fre-

quency. The likelihood L is calculated through a multi-

nomial model as

L ¼
X
i

log P ni;a pi;a
��� �	 


¼
X
i

X
a

ni;a log pi;a
� ��X

a

log ni;a!
� �þ log Ni!ð Þ

" #
; ð26Þ

where Ni 5
P

a ni,a is the total number of residues at

site class i and the symbol n! denotes the factorial of n.

The log-likelihood depends on the number of elements

in each site class, Ni. To compare data sets with different

distributions of residues per site class, we normalized the

score by dividing it by the absolute value of the maxi-

mum log-likelihood, which is attained when pi,a 5 ni,a/

Ni. When Ni is large, Stirling’s formula shows that the

maximum log-likelihood for amino acid distributions

scales approximately as 2(19/2) 3 log(Ni). The normal-

ized score, which is reported in the text, is

l ¼
P

i Li � Li;maxP
i Li;max

�� �� ð27Þ

Li;max ¼
X
a

ni;a log ni;a
� �� log ni;a!

� �� �þ log Ni!ð Þ
� Ni logðNiÞ ð28Þ

We also calculated the weighted mean correlation coef-

ficient r[ni,a,pi,a] of the observed and the predicted distri-

bution at each site class, weighted with the square root

of the number of residues in the structural class,

R ¼
X
i

ffiffiffiffiffi
Ni

pP
k

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nk

p r ni;a; pi;a
	 


: ð29Þ
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Bayes information criterion

To compare the log-likelihood of models with a differ-

ent number of free parameters NPAR, we use the BIC.

The BIC penalizes models with too many free parameters

with respect to the data (overfitting), correcting the log-

likelihood as

BIC ¼ �2L þ NPAR 3 ln NDATAð Þ; ð30Þ

where NDATA is the number of data fitted. A model is

considered better the smaller the BIC.

Our data set consists of 576 (36 3 16) amino acid dis-

tributions, each giving 19 numbers, which results in

NDATA 5 576 3 19 5 10,944, so that BIC 5 22L 1
9.3NPAR.

Stability score

The effective energy that we use in this work is the

sum of contact and local interactions,

EðC; S;AÞ ¼
X
i<j

CijU ðAi;AjÞ þ e
X
i;s

dðs; siÞLðs;AiÞ: ð31Þ

The recognition improves if we exclude from this calcula-

tion very short range contacts, considering only those

with |i 2 j| � lmin 5 4.

The stability score defined in Eq. (17) estimates the Z

score48 of the effective energy of the tested structure,

defined as

Z ¼ EðCtest;AÞ � hhEðC;AÞii
hhEðC;AÞ2ii � hhEðC;AÞii2 ð32Þ

where the double angular brackets hh�ii denote average

over the set of alternative compact configurations for

sequence A. We estimate the average energy as

hhECðC;AÞii ¼
X
i<j

hhCijiiUðAi;AjÞ

� N test
C

X
i<j

wðji � jjÞUðAi;AjÞ ¼ N test
C hhUii; ð33Þ

hhELðS;AÞiÞ ¼ e
X
i;s

hhdðs; siÞiiLðs;AiÞ � e
X
i;s

PðsÞLðs;AiÞ

¼ e
X
i

hhLðs;AiÞii: ð34Þ

In Eq. (33), we make two simplifying assumptions: (1)

Alternative compact structures have the same number of

contacts NC
test as the test structure; (2) The probability

P(Cij) to observe contact Cij in the ensemble of alterna-

tive structures depends only on |i 2 j|, that is P(Cij) 5
w(|i 2 j|). In Eq. (34), we assume that the probability to

observe secondary structure type s at site i, hhd(s,si)ii,
does not depend on i. These assumptions are necessary

to overcome the limitations in sampling alternative con-

formation.

We calculated w(|i 2 j|) from the PDB, averaging it

over proteins of different length. Since each w(l) scales as

the protein length to the power minus two, we defined a

new weight w0(l) 5 cw(l) normalized in such a way that

the mean value over all possible contacts is one, and aver-

aged this quantity over different proteins p of length Lp,

wðlÞ ¼
X
p

ðLp � lminÞðLp � lmin � 1Þ
2

P
i C

ðpÞ
i;iþl

N
ðpÞ
C ðLp � lÞ

ð35Þ

where NC
(p) is the number of contacts of protein p and

C(p) is its contact matrix. However, we got better results

when, instead of the w(l ) calculated through this formula,

we used the guess

wðlÞ / l�1: ð36Þ

These weights are normalized for a fragment of length

L such that the sum of the weight over all possible con-

tacts is one,

hhUii ¼
P

l�lmin
wðlÞPi UðAi;AiþlÞP

l�lmin
wðlÞðL � l � 1Þ : ð37Þ

Similarly, we define the average local interaction

energy of amino acid a as

hhLðs; aÞii ¼
X
s

PðsÞLðs; aÞ: ð38Þ

The calculation of the standard deviation of the energy

would require to compute the correlations between dif-

ferent contacts, between contacts and secondary struc-

tures, and between secondary structures. Nevertheless,

neglecting these correlations we obtained better results

than when we computed the correlations hhCijCklii,
hhCijd(s,sk)ii, and hhd(s,si)d(s0,sk)ii averaging over pro-

teins of different length, in order to improve the sam-

pling. We therefore estimate the variance of the contact

energy EC and the local energy EL in a simpler way as

r2
EC

� NCr
2
U

¼ NC

X
l

wðlÞ � NCwðlÞ2
� �X

i

U ðAi;AiþlÞ2; ð39Þ

r2
EL

�
X
i

r2
LðAiÞ

¼
X
i

X
s

PðsÞLðs; aÞ2 �
X
s

PðsÞLðs; aÞ
 !2" #

: ð40Þ

Using these equations, we evaluate the Z score of the

energy as
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To get to Eq. (17), we consider g as a free parameter

instead of using g 5 0.5, and multiply the Z score by a

factor
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NC=N

p
. Both these modifications improve the

recognition of similar structures.
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